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KOALA KARITY LTD Date: 29th Dec.23 Charities of the Month

Donation Report For its third year, Koalal Karity will keep the approach chosen last year.

Indeed, we reduced the pace by focusing on 1 Charity during few months. This allowed us to donate more to 1 specific Charity and it made it easier for the Community to know which Charity is the current one -- as opposed to

changing every 30 day during the first year.


During the second half of the year, Koala Karity will support UNICEF (UK) and ensure that the donated money goes to children impacted by the Gaza Crisis.

We already donated to the UNICEF last year. And as they have a special program to help all the children, it makes sense for us to extend our support to this Charity.


It's easy to donate here (https://www.unicef.org.uk/donate/children-in-gaza-crisis-appeal/),

and all the support will address urgent needs such as medicine, clean water and mental health support.

UNICEF has a lot of experience with this type of situations. Already a lot of hospitals are no longer functional (even if they are used as shelters), so families need these

resources urgently, to help the survivors and protect the children. 

During the first year of 2023, Koala Karity donated to the Red Cross to help the crisis in Turkey and Syria.

Koala Karity will probably keep the Agenda of Charities open for 2024, this way we can address any urgent need with a better visibility. This is key to ensure our support makes sense.


As always, you can find al the details about our donations and the timeline on our website.

Don't forget that Koala Karity is donating with its own resources, which means that the support from the Community is an additional amount that is being added to our own donation.

Finally, also don't forget to support Ukraine during this difficult times 💖

Number: #14

Date: 29th of December 2023

Amount: £35.04

Charities: UNICEF (UK) for 
Children in Gaza Crisis

Breakdown

From Koala Karity: £32.00 £32.00 UNICEF

From Subs Tier 1: £1.64 £0.82 0

Total Subs Tier 1 after Twitch %: £2.74 £5.47 UNICEF

From Subs Tier 2: £1.40 £0.70 0

Total Subs Tier 2 after Twitch %: £2.00 £3.99 UNICEF

From Subs Tier 3: £0.00 £0.00 Bits (Cheering)

Total Subs Tier 3 after Twitch %: £0.00 £0.00 UNICEF

Total: £35.04

Previous Donation

Date: 02nd of Aug. 2023

Amount: £36.30

Charities: Red Cross (UK) for Turkey 
and Syria

Next Donation

Date: Around Aug. 2024

Amount: TBC

Charity: TBC
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https://www.unicef.org.uk/donate/children-in-gaza-crisis-appeal/
https://koalakarity.com/Charities-Donations/#ourdonations

